
As we approach the colder season, commercial rooftop units will see a variety 
of weather patterns and loads. Please remember that we live in the Midwest! 
Evenings and mornings will be cool and the days can be warm (if we are lucky)! 
This document will review some of the typical air conditioning calls we receive 
this time of year. Topics covered in this Tech Tip include light commercial 
controls, low ambient cooling scenarios and what one might expect when  
these machines are running in a wide variety of conditions.

Commercial 
Reliatel and Electro-mechanical are two examples of our commercial rooftop units. These are terms we 
use to understand what controls the unit has or does not have. Electro-mechanical units will have basic 
components like contactors, ignition board, relays, etc. The Reliatel unit will have an RTRM board, RTEM 
board, ignition board, LTB’s, and more. There is certainly more logic built into the Reliatel units than the 
Electro-mechanical. 

Reliatel 
Reliatel has “built-in” low ambient cooling down to 0°. If there are dual fans, algorithms are in place that  
will cycle one of the condenser motors at 60°. There is more to it, but let’s focus on the what we see in our 
Tech Support group: “The 2 Flash.” 

The “2 Flash” is a simple fault code that Reliatel provides when it encounters a Heating or Cooling failure. 
Staying true to our “low ambient cooling scenarios” for this discussion and ignoring heating failures for  
now, most of our related calls will be similar to, “I got on the roof and the unit won’t respond… I have,  
“The 2 Flash.” 

If you encounter “The 2 Flash”:

1. Reset power to the outdoor unit. Pull the disconnect or turn off the breaker for 30 seconds.   
This ensures the boards reset and fully drain power.

2. Re-apply high voltage power to the unit. 

3. Re-engage a cooling call via the thermostat or “Test Mode.”

4. To engage “Test Mode,” apply a jumper to Test 1 and Test 2 on the LTB (see picture below).

If the unit takes off and operates, we more than likely hit a lock-out scenario. A lock-out in cooling mode 
indicates that the low or high pressure switches were touched four times. 

If the unit resets and is operational, check the charge, blower performance, mode, and set-point of  
the control.

Electro-mechanical
These units are much simpler than the Reliatel units. If you have a cooling failure situation in these, you will 
likely find ice or frozen coils. If there are not any evaporator defrost controls or safeties added to the unit, 
there will be nothing to stop the unit from freezing when encountering lower-ambient conditions.  
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Economizers
Remember economizers offer a means for “free” cooling this time of year. Just because it is 50-60 
degrees outside does not mean our commercial space won’t need some cooling. Computers, lights, 
employees, and more can offer a heating source that may create a need for “cooling conditioning.” Often 
times when using a Trane Commercial Control, logic is built in for staging and this plays with logic in the 
unit to understand when to economize or not. This would be related to our Reliatel controls. Remember 
that extra logic in Reliatel?

When using a 24 V thermostat to control these units, be sure there is an option to wire in a 2nd stage 
cooling demand even with a single compressor outdoor unit. This second stage call during low ambient 
conditions will help the unit stage from economizer to economizer with compressor if the load cannot  
be satisfied. 
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